
KIKUMASAMUNE DRY SAKE CUP KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO JUNMAI
Kiku-Masamune's original yeast Kokumi Alpha-
Kobo is blended with their treasured and 
protected KIKUMASA-Kobo to create into the 
peerless W-Kobo used in a new dry brewing 
technique. The resulting sake is an exceptionally 
pragmatic, sharp, versatile, and of course extra 
dry. 

Kimoto Junmai is born in the heart of the Nada 
ward of Hyogo (a region historically famous for 
Sake) where the brewery has been operating 
since the early Edo period of Japan. The sake 
itself has a deep, round flavor and is excellent at 
any temperature with nearly any kind of food. 

Alcohol: 14-15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2715, 30/180ML ITEM#2709, 1/18L; #2710, 6/1.8L

KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO JMI DAIGINJO KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO DAIGINJO
Kiku Masamune's latest masterpiece - a Kimoto 
Junmai Daiginjo - has an elegant fragrance, gentle 
and delicate mouthfeel, and the deep and 
distinctive flavor of kimoto sake which brings 
everything into a balanced and harmonious 
crescendo. 

Kimoto refers to the traditional labor-intensive 
skill of sake-brewing process which draws out the 
savory flavors during
fermentation.  Using mixture of the Kimoto 
technique and daiginjo brew, KikuMasamune 
Kimoto Daiginjo tastes a harmonious balance of 
smooth authentic dryness.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2776, 6/720ML ITEM#2777, 6/720ML

KIKUMASAMUNE KOUJO JUNMAI KIKUMASAMUNE TARU 
Kiku-Masamune Koujo Junmai is something out of 
the ordinary in contrast to other typical junmai 
Sake from Kiku-Masamune brewery. Koujo 
Junmai is brewed using yeast Kikumasa HA14. 
This brings out the fruity Ginjo characteristics 
without milling the rice to Ginjo standards. Nose 
of crisp apple and
its delicate sweetness.

Authentically-brewed Dry Junmai Sake is sealed 
into New Casks of Yoshino Cedar, and is only 
broken open for bottling once the sake reaches 
Kiku-Masamune's standard of excellence. We 
invite you to experience the invigorating cedar 
aroma and soft yet bright flavors.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2778, 12/300ML; #2779, 6/720ML ITEM#2706, 6/720ML; #2707, 12/300ML

KIKUMASAMUNE NEW TARU 
Authentically-brewed Dry Junmai Sake is sealed 
into New Casks of Yoshino Cedar, and is only 
broken open for bottling once the sake reaches 
Kiku-Masamune's standard of excellence. We 
invite you to experience the invigorating cedar 
aroma and soft yet bright flavors.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2705, 6/720ML


